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Zombieload, Nextcloud, Peppermint 10, KDE Plasma, IPFire, ArcoLinux, LuneOS | This Week in Linux 67[2]

On this episode of This Week in Linux, we?ll check out some Distro News from Peppermint
OS, ArcoLinux, LuneOS & IPFire. We got a couple apps to talking about like Nextclou0?d
and a new Wallpaper tool that has quite a bit of potential. We?ll take a look at what is to come
with the next version of KDE Plasma. Intel users have gotten some more bad news regarding a
new security vulnerability. Later in the show, we?ll cover some interesting information
regarding a couple governments saving money by switching to Linux. Then finally we?ll
check out some Linux Gaming News. All that and much more on your Weekly Source for
Linux GNews!

Ubuntu Podcast: S12E07 ? R-Type [3]

This week we?ve been installing Lineage on a OnePlus One and not migrating Mastodon
accounts to ubuntu.social. We round up the Ubuntu community news from Kubuntu, Ubuntu
MATE, Peppermint OS and we discuss some tech news.
It?s Season 12 Episode 07 of the Ubuntu Podcast! Alan Pope, Mark Johnson and Martin
Wimpress are connected and speaking to your brain.

OpenGL 4.6 / SPIR-V Support Might Be Inching Closer For Mesa Drivers [4]

We're quickly approaching the two year anniversary of the OpenGL 4.6 release and it's
looking like the Intel/RadeonSI drivers might be inching towards the finish line for that latest

major revision of the graphics API.
As we've covered many times, the Mesa drivers have been held up on OpenGL 4.6 support
due to their SPIR-V ingestion support mandated by this July 2017 version of the OpenGL
specification. While there are the Intel and Radeon RADV Vulkan drivers already with the
SPIR-V support that is central to Vulkan, it's taken a long time re-fitting the OpenGL drivers
for the likes of ARB_gl_spriv. Then again, there aren't many (actually, any?) major OpenGL
games requiring version 4.6 of the specification even with its interoperability benefits thanks
to SPIR-V.
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